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SR2V5 Series

R TECH
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Components
Limited

Standard Series - Speed Relay

For Rotation Monitoring
The SR2V5 series speed relay modules are intended for use with all 4b Rotech motion
sensors, shaft encoders, wheel sensors, vibration sensors and proximity probes to
detect if the speed of a rotating shaft rises or falls below a preset level.

EU Directives

FEATURES:
Dual AC supply standard (optional - 12/24 volt DC)
Easy setting of required trip/alarm speed directly in RPM
Extensive range of optional features including automatic start delay (refer to
additional information on automatic start delay operation)
Multiple ranges, fixed start delay, etc.
Three speed ranges are available on each module. Standard ranges are 1-10 rpm,
1-100rpm and 1-1000 RPM. The required range being selected by link on the terminal rail. Other
modules are available with ranges covering the speeds 0.01 RPM to 10,000 RPM.
in normal operation the output relay of the module is energised if the speed of the shaft is above
the set level and de-energised if speed is below the set level.
Front mounted led’s indicate power on, relay energised, input signal status.
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Dimensions and Installation
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Shown in imperial
Height = 4.5
Connections – DC 2/3 wire sensors ONLY
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AC mains power
supply
Output relay
rated
5A @ 250VAC / 30VDC

Blue
Brown

Blue
2 Wire Black
Sensors Brown

3
Wire
Sensors

No links
= 0 to 10RPM
Link 10 to 11 = 0 to 100RPM
Link 10 to 12 = 0 to 1000RPM

Note: For A Type Sensor, a 1K Resistor must be fitted between Terminals 8 & 9.
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Typical installation shown for 110/120 V AC supply
Supply

Stop

Start
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RELAY

SPEED RELAY
SR2V5
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MIN
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To 4b Rotech
Shaft motion sensors, wheel motion sensors,
vibration or proximity sensors.
DC 2/3 wire A,B,C,D type sensors connections

Supply
Motor Control
Circuit

Mounting:
DIN 1.5”x3/4” Rail
Environment Ingress: IP50
Temperature:
-14°F to +158°F
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SR2V5 Series
Commissioning and Testing

Commissioning and testing must only be carried out by a qualified and competent
Technician who is fully familiar with the plant to which the “4b rotech” equipment is
Installed.
1. The SR2V5 Speed Relay monitors the speed of a drive and gives a signal if the speed of the drive
falls below or rises above its normal running speed, the output relay of the SR2V5 can be connected
to give a variety of control functions:
1.1 The output relay can be connected to sound an alarm, bring on a warning light, etc
1.2 It can be connected into the motor control circuit to switch off / trip out the drive motor.
1.3 It can be connected into the motor control circuit of a conveyor, machine, etc,
proceeding the drive to which it is fitted, to stop the delivery of material, etc to the
drive that has slowed down or stopped.
1.4 With the use of additional control relays and / or timers the above functions can
be combined, plus many others created.
2 Use of the automatic start up delay is optional, this feature is normally only required when the
SR2V5 is connected as in 1.2 above and the time taken to reach normal, running speed
is several seconds longer.
SETTING UP
1 Check that all connections are correct and any links fitted to select the running speed range.
2 Turn the potentiometer on the SR2V5 Speed Relay fully anti – clockwise.
3 Start the drive.
4 “Supply On” and “Relay On” indicators should be illuminated and “Input” indicator should
be pulsing or partly illuminated.
5 Turn the potentiometer slowly clockwise until the “Relay On” indicator extinguishes.
6 Now turn potentiometer anti – clockwise until “Relay On” indicator just illuminates.
7 The SR2V5 Speed Relay is now set to de- energise if the speed of the drive decreases below
that set on the potentiometer.
8 If the drive is subject to temporary short period decreases in speed that you wish to
ignore, the potentiometer can be turned further anti- clockwise to say 80% or 70% etc, of
normal speed, the SR2V5 Speed Relay will then only de – energise if the speed of the drive
falls below this setting.
9 Test by starting and stopping the drive, when running normally “Relay On” indicator
will be illuminated, observe that when the stop button is pressed, as soon as the drive
speed decreases below that set on the potentiometer, the “Relay On” indicator extinguishes.
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SR2V5 Series
Testing and Troubleshooting

1. IMPORTANT
All connections and dis-connections must be made with mains power supply switched off.
2. Under normal running conditions “Supply On” and “Relay On” indicators should be illuminated.
3. “Input” indicator should be observed to pulse on and off when the drive is running slowly. At higher
speeds on/off pulses become blurred and indicator is illuminated but not at full brightness. When fitted
to higher speed drives the input can be tested by stopping drive and observing that at final few rpm
before stopping “Input” indicator pulses on and off. When stopped “Input” indicator can be in either on
or off condition. If no input signal is observed, check connections to motion sensor/ encoder are
correct, if input signal is still not observed proceed to 6.
4. If input signal is present but the SR2V5 Speed Relay cannot be set up correctly then proceed as
follows:Turn potentiometer fully clockwise, if “Relay On “ indicator does not extinguish, then the speed range
selected is to low, change speed range links on terminals to select a higher range.
ii. Turn potentiometer fully anti-clockwise, if “Relay On” indicator is not illuminated then speed range
selected is to high, change speed range links on terminals to select a lower range.
i.

5. “Relay On” indicator extinguishes but does not stop drive motor, check correct connections have been
made to SR2V5 relay terminals (no contacts 4 & 5) and that all external connections to motor control
circuit are correct.

6. Testing the SR2V5 Speed Relay
6.1 (DC Sensors) Only
Disconnect sensor connections to terminals 7, 8 & 9
Disconnect any speed range links to terminals 10, 11 & 12
Connect a small switch or push button between terminals 8 & 9
Simulate input pulses by switching on and off
“Input” indicator should illuminate / extinguish and “Relay on“ indicator should illuminate.
Set switch to off position, “Relay On” indicator should extinguish (on low speed units this may take
several seconds)
7. Satisfactory completion of the above tests indicates that the SR2V5 Speed Relay is operating
correctly.
If when the Motion Sensor/ Encoder is re connected the system is still not operational, then the problem
is either with the installation cables or the Motion Sensor/ Encoder
See appropriate product installation data sheet for information on testing motion sensors /encoders.
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